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THE ROLE OF TECHNICAL SOCIETIES IN EDUCATION
Robert L. Young
University of Tennessee
Space Institute, Tullahoma,
Tennessee

and
Eino K. Latvala
Arnold Research Organization, Inc.
Arnold AF Station, Tullahoma
Tennessee
guidance --- programs to bring the opportunities
of engineering and science careers to pre-college
students. Many of the societies make available
at no, or very small, cost brochures describing
opportunities in their particular discipline.
Some also make available career guidance material
from the Engineers' Council for Professional Development (ECPD), the Junior Engineering Technical
Society (JETS) and the National Association of
Rocketry (NAR). Several have prepared films (including at least one in a psychedelic mode) for
use by local sections, and ANS holds a one-day
conference with pre-college students on "Youth
and the Atom" at their national meeting. While
excellent materials can and have been prepared on
the national level, the authors observe that the
effective use of this material is much a function
of the energy and ambition of a guidance committee in a local section. Thus, in a given locality in a particular year, all the high school students and guidance counselors may be thoroughly
saturated with the wonders of a career in electrical engineering while a somewhat more relaxed
guidance committee in, say, the local AIAA section,
may not get up to speed to make any effort at all
for aerospace engineering. Such uncoordinated
efforts will lead to confusion and frustration to
the high school officials particularly when a
fireball AIAA section guidance committee chairman
may completely reverse the procedure for the next
year.

The -education activities of eight technical
societies are reviewed. Information on pre-college guidance, student chapter activities, curricula accreditation, continuing education,
technical meetings and society publications is
presented and discussed
Introduction
Technical societies claim the mission of
advancing the arts, the sciences and the technolgy in their particular professional field in the
public interest. Implicit in this objective is
an educational function.1 However, our observation and recent survey reveal that the means for
meeting the educational function vary among societies. All societies sponsor major national and/
or international meetings, all publish journals,
transactions and proceedings, and all carry out a
variety of activities at the local (section) level.
However, most go further in "formal" educational
activities by encouraging programs of pre-college
guidance, sponsoring university student section
activities, and assisting in curricula accreditation procedures. Some are actively engaged in
continuing education programs ranging from home
study courses accomplished from manuals, tapes
and/or films; to formal single or multiple day
short courses at the local or national level.
While each society appears to be earnestly striving to fulfill an appropriate educational function for its membership, we observe that some
fragmentation of effort exists. Thus, there is
need for continuous discussion and cooperation
among the societies to assure that duplication of
effort is minimized.

It should be recognized that career advising
is actually a complex activity and an engineering
guidance program that works in one community or
one school may not be appropriate in another.
Factors influencing the success of a guidance program include the size of the school, financial
support, caliber of the teaching staff, the presence of engineering and scientific groups, and the
support of the community. However, in our opinion
the following general guidelines should apply to
all situations:

The purpose of this paper is to examine in
some detail the educational activities of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) and to briefly describe the educational
activities of some of the other major technical
societies. Our interest and, hopefully, competence in this area stems from a continuing interest
in education by the authors, and more specifically
from our service on the National AIAA Education
and Student Affairs Committee. Worthy of note is
the fact that one of us has a predominantly industrial background (Latvala) while the other has
long been involved in engineering education (Young).
Despite the disparity of backgrounds, we find ourselves in good agreement on this topic.

1. Pre-college guidance, in the main, must
be carried out by the section at the local level
with materials, advice and encouragement from the
national headquarters .
2. The approach to the parents, the high
school officials, and the students must be for
engineering as a whole and not for only one branch
of engineering. The all too limited time available
for guidance in high school, the known fact that a
large percent of engineers in industry do not
practice in the particular branch of engineering
for which they were, educated, and the appearance
of fragmentation created by enthusiastic presenta
tions of the merits of each branch of engineering
lead us to conclude that a single unified approach
is far superior to multiple fragmented approaches.
We wonder if the high school guidance counselors,
the parents, and the students may regard our present scattered efforts in nany localities as being
analogous to having three automobile salesmen showup on career day, one for the discussion of the
merits of selling Chrysler automobiles , the second
for Ford and the third for General Motors »

The information presented comes from our
knowledge of AIAA educational activities, and from
a questionnaire on educational activities of technical societies submitted to the technical society
members of the Engineers 1 Council for Professional
Development (ECPD). The responses received from
eight societies are summarized in a table at the
end of this paper.^
Pre-College Guidance
All eight societies surveyed have either
national and/or local level programs on pre-college
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3. In those localities, such as ours, where
several technical societies co-exist, a coordinating group among the societies should be established to carry out a unified effort in the guidance
area. In our case, the coordinating group is
known as the Arnold Center Joint Council of Technical Societies and has the primary function of
assuring that no two societies hold separate meetings in the same meeting hall on the same night.
While we do not deny the importance of their
present function, we believe that unification of
pre-college guidance procedures would be of at
least equal worth. A cooperative pilot guidance
program involving ten engineering and professional
societies was put into operation in the El Paso,
Texas area during the 1966-67 school year. The
cooperative organization is called the Engineering
Guidance Council, El Paso, Texas Area, Inc. (EGC).
It has proved to be very effective and has gained
enthusiastic support of school administrators and
staff, students and parents. The National Society
of Professional Engineers (NSPE) has adopted the
El Paso Guidance Program as a guide for their 535
local chapters.

spend large amounts of time in this very worthwhile endeavor. No means have been discovered to
develop an active student branch without a good
faculty advisor. The fact that so many active
branches exist testifies to the unselfish devotion of many faculty advisors.
Curricula Accreditation
Each of the member technical societies of
ECPD provide members for engineering curricula
accreditation visiting teams.5 Members are selected by the societies from both the industrial and
the university community. In addition, the societies are requested by ECPD to recommend accreditation guidelines for their particular branch of
engineering. ECPD has also requested society recommendation on the recent ASEE "Goals of Engineering Education" study. In response to this
request and after considerable study, the AIAA
Education and Student Affairs Committee supported
the recommendation of the ECPD Goals Report Review Committee with additional comments concerning: (1) the possibility that reduction of credithour requirements for engineering degrees may decrease the quality of the degree; (2) the perhaps
optimistic prediction of number of engineers required in the near future; and (3) the need to
broaden study for the Doctorate degree in engineering.

4. A wealth of guidance materials in the
various fields of engineering and science is already available, and individuals or groups planning guidance activities should use the resources
available rather than embarking on the development of totally new materials. The services and
materials available through ECPD are particularly
recommended. ECPD attempts to coordinate guidance
activities throughout the country and it prepares,
stocks, and distributes guidance literature in behalf of its member societies.^

Continuing Education
International, national and local meetings
and society publications have long provided a continuing education mechanism for the technical society member. However, of late, several of the
technical societies have become increasingly involved in formal continuing education programs
usually consisting of highly-organized, intensive
courses (short courses) in a particular technical
topic. Hence, though recognizing that the technical society provides many continuing education
opportunities in the general sense, the remainder
of this section will be devoted to the intensive
short course mode of continuing education.

Student Activities - University Level
The nature of the responses to our inquiries
about student activities at the university level
seemed to convey the enthusiasm that all eight
societies have for student branches. And well
they should for vigorous student branches are
vital to the future of the technical society and,
perhaps, of the profession. The eight societies
sponsor more than 900 student branches with about
60,000 members. IEEE has the largest participation
with 317 student branches and 25,000 student members. Most of the societies sponsor national or
regional student conferences; a few publish student journals. Prizes for excellence in branch
activities, individual design, and paper presentations are awarded by some of the societies.

From our survey of eight technical societies,
we find that about 50 formal short courses are
offered per year at the national level with more
than 100 at the local level. These short courses
vary from intensive, eight-hour-per-day classes
for one to five days to one-hour-per-week classes
for several weeks. Most of the course offerings
are in current developments in some very specific
technical or management area and are taught by
experts from either the university or industrial
community. In addition to the usual live studentteacher-classroom mode of presentation, some
courses are available for remote group or home
study by means of manuals, films, video tape or
slide-tape methods. Normally, the technical society member pays for the course and the cost of
the course is, hopefully, fully covered by the student fees. The problem of presenting a large
amount of information in a very specific area to
students of varied backgrounds has stimulated considerable experimentation in teaching techniques
and may ultimately lead to enhanced efficiency and
improvement of the usual teacher-blackboard-textbook or notes-student technique*

AIAA has 7,000 student members in 106 branches
including one branch for graduate students at The
University of Tennessee Space Institute (the Institute offers graduate study only) and a branch
at the NATO sponsored Von Karman Institute in
Brussels, Belgium. Student members receive the
monthly magazine As_tronautics and Aeronautics
and the AIAA Student Journal published quarterly.
The Student Journal is of high quality and contains much of interest to practicing engineers as
well as to students. In addition to the periodicals received by each member, the student branch
receives the AIAA Regional Speakers List, AIAA
Film List, AIAA. Bulletin, containing national
meeting notices, and the AIAA Journal. Seven
regional, meetings with paper contests, are held
annually. With sponsorship of the Bendix Corporation,, several prizes are awarded annually to those
branches submitting the better branch projects.
In this competition, the branch submits a paper
describing the project from the technical, managerial .and budgetary standpoint. Each student branch
has a. faculty advisor, many of whom voluntarily

The AIAA efforts in formal short course programs have been of two types: (1) The Professional
Study Series consisting of two day, eight-hours
per-day, courses en very specific technical areas
offered for the two days just prior to a national
AIM Technical Specialists meeting on the same
3-28

by the AIAA Tennessee Section in Tullahoma, Tenn.
The AIAA Rocky Mountain Section in cooperation
with the Colorado State University system makes video
tapes of their short courses. The video tapes are
made available to other AIAA Sections for a $100
rental fee for two week bookings.

general topic as the Specialists meeting. (2) The
Tutorial Series courses of more general interest
than the Professional Study Series courses taught
for one to two hours per day during one of the
AIAA general Annual Meetings.
Representative of the Tutorial Series type
courses is the course on Computer Technology
taught by Dr. Barry Boehm of The Rand Corporation
during the Fifth Annual Meeting of AIAA at Philadelphia, October 21-24, 1968. The purpose of the
course was to provide an overall view of computer
systems and to indicate application and general
trends of computer technology. Five hours of instruction were offered during the meeting and the
course was scheduled early in the morning in order
not to interfere with the normal meeting activities. Forty-four people attended the course. The
course was recorded with a view to making it avail
able for local section and individual member use.
Clearly, the opportunity to attend a tutorial
series type course and thus gain information concerning the general aspects of some broad area of
technology is a valuable adjunct to AIAA Annual
Meeting attendance.

Based on our experience in AIAA and the reported experience of the other societies, it
appears that the formal short course educational
activity of technical societies has been well received by the membership and that it will continue
to be an important society activity at both the
national and local level. In view of the fact that
some had expressed concern that the technical
societies activities in short courses competed with
university activities, we posed such a question in
our survey. Most of the technical society representatives felt that no competition existed and
pointed out that their short course programs supplement and complement those of the universities.
We are not much concerned about this competition
aspect because it is our opinion that the technical society exists to serve its membership. Hence,
if the membership is willing to support a society
short course program sufficiently to make it economically possible, we see no reason to prevent
the society from doing so. However, we also believe that the university should assist in meeting
the continuing education need by offering short
courses in those areas wherein it possesses particular competence. We expect no great difficulties in this matter because both university
and technical society efforts in the continuing
education area are controlled by economic considerations.

During fiscal year 1968, four Professional
Study Series courses were offered associated with
pertinent AIAA Specialists Meetings. Representative of this type of course was a two-day course
on Pilot Dynamics and Vehicle Handling Qualities
conducted by Dr. Duane T. McRuer of Systems Technology, Inc., just prior to the AIAA Second Guidance and Control Specialists Meeting at Pasadena,
California on August 12-14, 1968. Over 100 people
attended this course. The course was recorded for
use on a cassette-type tape recorder and supplementary notes were developed. Based on some preliminary results, it is believed that the cassette tape-note system provides a very good means
for individual study and AIAA plans to make this
system available to the membership in the future.
Seven Professional Study Seminar courses are scheduled for the current year as follows:

Meetings and Publications
The eight societies surveyed sponsor some 200
national and/or international meetings per year
ranging from large, elaborate annual meetings to
relatively small specialists meetings in specific
technical areas. In addition, many more meetings
are held at the local level and by the student
branches associated with each society. While some
question the efficiency of the national meeting as
a technical educational mechanism, it cannot be
denied that national meetings are successful from
an attendance standpoint and offer a spectrum of
educational opportunities from the very specific
to the very general. Of interest is the fact that
in response to our survey question: "What in your
opinion are the most important or successful educational activities provided by your society?"
only one rated national meetings highly and most
did not even mention them. However, in fairness,
it must be pointed out that our questionnaire
emphasized specific society activities in technical education.

1. Sonic Boom Theory by Drs. Wallace Hayes
and Richard Seebass, New York City, Jan. 18-19,
1969.
2. Electric Propulsion by Drs. Robert Jahn
and William Mickelson, Williamsburg, Va., March 12, 1969.
3. Aeroelasticity by Drs. Holt Ashley, G. A.
Rainey and John Dugundji, New Orleans, April 1617, 1969.
4. Diagnostics of High Temperature Flow
by Drs. Jerry Grey and Daniel Bershader, Cinn.,
Ohio, April 26-27, 1969 0

As most technical society members recognize,
the technical society publishes almost an overwhelming array of technical literature. The eight
societies surveyed publish more than 30 monthly,
bimonthly or quarterly technical periodicals plus
a larger number of newsletters, proceedings, transactions, codes and standards, and books,'" All
recognize the average member's problem in. keeping
up with the literature and all are. engaged in a
continuing study of more efficient information
retrieval systems. Despite these efforts, it
appears that the information flood will get worse
before some yet to be discovered information
retrieval mechanism, makes it better* 'Despite the
valiant efforts of the societies to report promptly
and efficiently technological advances, many of
those working at the forefront of engineering

5. High-Speed Boundary Layer Stability and
Transition by Drs. Mark Morkovin and Leslie Mack,
San Francisco, Calif., June 21-22, 1969.
6. Satellite Orbit Pertubations by Drs. John
Breakwell and Robert Roberson, Princeton, New
Jersey, August 16-17, 1969.
7. Computer Aided Design by Dr. Sylvan Chasen,
Los Angeles, Calif., September 6-7, 1969.
Formal short courses are also offered at the
section level in AIAA. Representative of these
are: "Environmental Analysis by Remote Sensing"
and "Composite Structures and Materials" sponsored
by the AIAA Rocky Mountain Section in Denver, Colorado, and "Applied Measuring Techniques" sponsored
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Education Programs. Our thanks to all of these
gentlemen for their prompt and comprehensive
answers to our questionnaire. We assume responsibility for the interpretation of these
responses and hope that they or other members
of their society will call our attention to
any misrepresentation on our part.

research and development find personal letters,
telephone conversations and back of the envelope
notes in non-technical surroundings the most efficient way to exchange current information. Many
technical society journals are experiencing declining subscriptions. The downward trend in subscriptions may be due to many factors including
easy availability of articles from libraries and
central sources by photocopying. However, perhaps
the archive type technical journal is already an
obsolete method of information dissemination, and
more timely methods which better satisfy the individual backgrounds and requirements of the technical society member are needed. The AIAA has expermented with a "Selective Dissemination of Documents" concept involving approximately 100 members.
Based on a detailed individual "profile" the 100
members were periodically sent articles pertaining
to their areas of interest. Initially hard copies
were sent, and later microfiche cards were used.
The hard copy system met with enthusiastic response, but the costs were considered too high to
expand the service to the entire AIAA membership.
Nevertheless, a personalized information dissemination system would be of great value to all
members, and the concept needs to be explored
further. Possibly this could be an area of cooperation between several technical societies.

3. The El Paso program is described in NSPE
mimeographed publication, "Guidance of PreCollege Youth, An Engineer's Responsibility,"
Committee on Engineering Preparation, NSPE,
2029 K Street, Washington, D. C. 20006.
4 0 References on career advising and information
on the extensive ECPD guidance activities are
available by writing to ECPD, 345 E. 47th St.,
N.Y., N.Y.
5. Information on ECPD accreditation is contained
in the Annual Reports available from ECPD
Headquarters, 345 E. 47th St., N.Y., N.Y.
6. "ECPD Looks at the Goals Report" Journal of
Engineering Education Vol. 59, No. 1,
Sept. 1968, pp. 21-24.

Conclusion
And so, we find that technical societies are
playing an increasingly important role in technical education. It is our belief that if they
are to serve their members appropriately, this
educational role must continue to grow at least
as rapidly as it has during the past few years.
We urge unification of effort in those areas where
unification is desirable such as in pre-college
guidance, but we do not urge unification just for
the sake of unification for we recognize that each
society has obligations in narrow, specialized
technical areas. We fear that despite many attempts, the technical societies have not yet
properly educated their members in the joys and
benefits of active participation in society affairs. Clearly, a continuing effort must be made
to make the average member a participating member
both for his and for the society's benefit.
Notes and References
1.

In the interests of brevity, we limit ourselves to technical education and do not take
up the equally important society obligation
to educate in professionalism.

2.

Detailed responses to our questionnaire were
received from the American Nuclear Society
(ANS) represented by Mr. Keith Voight, Special
Projects; the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AlChE) represented by Mr. F. J. Van
Antwerpen, Executive Secretary, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) represented by Mr, W. 1. Reaser, Director, Education and Professional Affairs; the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) represented by Mr,. Ralph A, Palmer, Assistant
Secretary; the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) represented by
Mr. J, M. Kinn, Educational Services Department; the National Society of Professional
Engineers (NSPB) represented by Mr. Paul H.
Robbins, Executive Director; the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) represented by Mr,
Carl E. Nelson, Staff Engineer; and AIM represented by Mr. David Kaufman, Deputy Director
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF EIGHT TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

AIAA

ACTIVITY
Pre-College Guidance.

Career guidance
mat'l from ECPD,
JETS, NAR, etc.
furnished to
sections plus
A.IAA Brochure,
"Your Career As
An Aerospace
Engineer"

AICHE

Guidance brochure and films
furnished for
local use.
Sections partic
ipate in science
fairs and JET
activities.

ANS

1 day Conf. "Youth
& Atom" for HS
students at ANS
winter meeting.
3 day Program
"Youth Conf on
the Atom" for HS
sponsored by local sections and
public utilities.
3 Guidance films
being produced.

ASAE
Local sections
coop, in HS
career days anc
Boy Scouts on
soil conservation unit badge
work.

ASME

Guidance mat'l
from ECPD, JETS
etc., furnished
to sections plus
brochure on
Careers in ME.

IEEE
Guidance films
and brochures
furnished to
sections. PreCollege Guidance Comm. coordinates with
ECPD.

SAE
Section ViceChr. for students has responsibility
for guidance
activities.
National Comm.
coordinates
activities.

NSPE

585 local chapters of NSPE
provided with
SSPE booklet,
"Guidance of
Pre-College
Youth, An Engineer's Responsibility." Many
local and state
chapters have
prepared films
and other mat'l.

0niv. level student
activities:
a, No. of student
branches .
b. No, of student
members .

106

123

43

46

177

317

70

46

7000

3130

1260

1000

9000

25,000

3500

1000

Twice yearly
journal.

-

-

c, Student Publications Quarterly Jour.
(National) .
Conferences 7 Regional
,

d*
I

11 Regional,
4 at National
meetings .

5 Regional

Newsletter

Bimonthly Jour. Student Exam.

4 Regional,
2 National

10 Regional,
11 Regional, 1
at National Mtgs 1 National

Paper Contest
Branch Trophy

Regional paper
contests; Design contests;
written paper
contest.

Bendix and
prize paper
contests .

3 National

Exhibits at
Nat'1 mtgs, ;
Pro-rAM Days;

Bendix Branch
projects, Section paper competition.

Award to GHE
Junior with
highest index;
design contest;
local section
events .

-

*

7-2 day Prof.
Series
Local
also

33-2 day
at national
level; 50+
in sections.

_

2 to 4 at
nat f l level

Several at nat f l 6 to 12 at natf l 4 at nat f l lewl
level; many in 3 in sections
level; many in
sections.
sections .

b»

2

2 days, 6 to 7
hrs, per day.

-

2 days

1 to 4 days
1 hr/wk for
several weeks &
several hr/day
for several wks.

e*
.

tours ; road
rallies .

|

*

ami

of

ing

-

2 to 5 days

Local and state
chapters sponsor events .

ACTIVITY

AIAA

AICHE

ASAE

ANS

ASME

IEEE

SAE

NSPE

Continuing Education:
(Continued)
Fluid Mech films Tape, slides,
c. Other continuing
films, lectures,
education activity. made available
to sections and video tapes,
programmed
branches free;
learning, short
of
tapes
Cassette
Prof Study Series course texts.
Seminars, & videc
tapes of some
section short
courses avail
able..
Information Dissemin
ation:
a. No. of Nat f l and/or
International mtgs.
held yearly.
b. No. of papers pre
sented.

26

1225

c. Approx. attendance. 12,000 - 14,000
d. Approx. number of
papers published
yearly.

1225

3 Monthly Jour.
1 Bimonthly Jour.
2 Quarterly Jour.
Selected Pre
print Volume,
Series & Aero
t
space Progress
Series Books,
Biweekly Inter
national Aero
space Abstract
Service, Pre
prints of all
meeting papers.
National level organi Education Comm.
reports to Bd.
zation for carrying
of Directors.
out education func
Two full-time
tions.
Prof, staff and
three clerical.

e. Society Publica
tions .

4 + Spec. Conf

1000
2500 per mtg.
1000

-

2 Nat'1,
4-6. Topical
400

1400 - 1900
100

Cooperates with
EJC, ECPD, ASEE
in Cont. Edu
cation Programs.

2

500
1000 - 2000
500

-

20 to 25

2000
25,000
2000

1 Monthly Jour. Monthly Newletter 1 Monthly Jour. 2 Monthly Jour.
1 Bimonthly Joar 2 Monthly Journals 1 Bimonthly Join 6 Transactions
Quarterly;
1 Quarterly Jour, Transactions - 2 Transactions,
10-12 books in time a year, Pro Annual Yearbook, 1 Annual Jour. ,
ceedings of topi Proceedings of Numerous Codes,
Symposium
cal meetings once each conference, Standards and
Series.
Proceedings.
a year; Periodic
Monographs and
Nuclear Standards.

Committee struc
Council of 5
ture plus staff
Officers and
support*
12 Directors
for policy mak
ing. Educ.Comm.
appointed by &
reports to Counc il;
Exec. Secy. &
Staff implement
policy- p

Dir. of Educ. & VP Educ. electee
Research under & serves as mem
VP for Adminis ber of Council
tration, Council & is Chr. of
with Educ. Comm, Policy Bd. for
Educ. (15 members
under which are
2 Standing Comm.
for Education.

Films, slides,
video tapes,
workshops,
home study
guides.

150

2500
2500 per mtg.
2500

12 Nat'1 mtgs.
with workshops,
seminars and
panels.

Programmed
learning mat' Is
available in
several subjects

12

800
45,000
800

3 Monthly Jour. 1 Monthly Jour. 2 Monthly Jour.
3 Monthly News
2 Bimonthly Jour Transactions,
letters,
3 Quarterly Jour Proceedings &
1 Quarterly
Standards.
31 Transactions
Newsletter.
Published Bi
monthly or
Quarterly; 6
Translated
Journals ;
Standards and
Proceedings.

Educ. Activi
ties Board re
ports to IEEE
Exec Comm.

Comm. on Eng.
V.P. for Prof
Educ. & Cont.
Development
Educ Staff Mgr with Committees.
for Cont. Educ
Section V.Chr.
responsible for
Section Edu
cation activi
ties.

ACTIVITY

AIM

Educational activities Prof Study Series
considered to be most Student Activi
ties.
important (in the
opinion of respondent)

Educational activities Career Guidance
which should be ac
complished cooperative
ly between Societies
(in the opinion of
respondent).
Educational activities Continuing Edu
performed by Technical cation programs
Societies which may be are possibly
similar to some
in competition with
offered by uni
the University com
munity (in the opinion versities.
of respondent).

ANS

AICHE

ASAE

None

None

ASME

IEEE

SAE

Short Courses &
Special Pro
grams by large Lecture Series
Student Activi
sections,
ties.
Prof. Division
Conferences &
Annual Winter
Mtg.

Section Meetings
Workshops, Semi
nars, Short
Courses, Pub
lications.

Trusts cooper
ative arrange
ments to EJC &
ECPD.

Prof Conferences Pre-College
& Section Short Guidance.
Course Offerings

Section level
meetings and
courses.

None, ASAE edu
cational activi
ties are mostly
directed by
members who are
on university
faculties. ASAE
activities are
in cooperation
with universi
ties and sup
plement uni
versity edu
cational activi
ties-

ASME is not en- None
• gaged in any ac
tivity which to
any significant
degree inter
feres with any
related activity
which a uni
versity would
wish to promote.

None - SAE
Dlans, develops,
and organizes
programs design
ed to supplenent and complenent university
programs.

Continuing Edu Student Chapters, Meetings,
Publications.
Student Conf
cation,
erences,
Regional Stu
dent Conference 5 Award for best
paper.
student
Accreditation.

NSPE
Programmed
learning.
Locally spon
sored seminars
National Semi
nars.

Addendum
A delay in the U.S. mail service prohibited
the following information on the American Insti
tute of Industrial Engineers (AIIE), furnished
by James E. Deuel, Technical Services Director,
from being included in the main portion of the
paper.
Pre-College Guidance: Each chapter uses pro
motional material supplied by National AIIE in
varying ways with counselors.
University Level Student Activities: Seventyone student chapters; 3000 student members; stu
dents receive same publications as senior members;
seven student conferences yearly; student chapters
hold 6-8 meetings each year, usually one joint
with a nearby senior chapter.
Continuing Education: Three formal short
courses at national level each year, 40 to 60 in
sections; short courses typically one-two days
with one to four speakers; 18 self-instructional
programmed learning courses available in leader
ship, communications, cost reduction, staffing
and planning.
Information Dissemination: One National
meeting each year, 70 papers presented, 50 pub
lished, 1500 attendance; one monthly journal,
Transactions of refereed papers published
quarterly.
Organization for Carrying Out Education
Functions: Vice-President for Education and
Student Affairs, Director for Conference Co
ordination, Director for Chapter Programs, also
various Division Directors.
Educational Activities Considered to be the most
Important: Publications, Institute Division
and Chapter Seminars, Workshops.
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